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The top table is a public document from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) on
past and future US Government budgets. Red highlighting is provided by EconLink 360.
The bottom chart from the FED web site shows the growth of consumer debt in the US.
TECHNICAL
There is not much in the way of technical analysis for the OMB table, except to call your
attention to the red print. The color is appropriate since the government is hemorrhaging
red ink through their deficit spending. You will be hearing a great deal about these numbers
in the coming weeks as Congress and the White House fight over the annual budget battle.
The Financial Times had a recent headline that read “A Perfect Storm brewing over the
budget”. These numbers are alarming, especially the annual interest bill exceeding all
other government expenditures by 2018. The second chart shows how tapped out on debt
the US consumer is. In previous Weekly Reports, I have mentioned many times that debt
will be the single culprit for the expected crash in equities. The borrowing viewed in the
OMB report, along with QE, has strengthened the stock market. And this has made the
consuming public feel comfortable; watching their portfolio’s rise and thus taking on more
debt. As the economic system deleverages and portfolio growth wanes, the consumer will
take a holiday that will negatively impact the economy. For all those in the media and on
Wall Street preaching more market escalation, the technical indicators say that they are
wrong. Those that have been following this Weekly Report know that indicators we have
shown of late are clearly stating the party is over.
FUNDAMENTAL
Excessive worldwide leverage has been used by politicos to create a façade of economic
growth. The irony of this mountain of debt is that it has driven interest rates to lower levels
through deflation. It seems to be perverse supply-demand logic, but in many cases the
lower rates are manufactured by government central banks in order to lower interest rate
costs. Try to imagine interest rates at 5 or 6% and what that would do to our budget. If
the Chinese start selling their US Treasury Bonds to shore up their economy and our rates
exceed 3%, then we will be faced with serious budget problems. The expectation now is
for more deflation. However, if that changes to inflation and we start to grow, then rates
would rise again and hurt the budget process. When I talk of rising rates, I’m not referring
to the charade surrounding whether the FED will raise short-term rates by 0.25%. The
deleveraging is going to be painful, but we have reached a point of non-growth where
we must do something other than more can kicking.
ASIDE
Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk's brilliant insight: “debt is future consumption denied”
The recent extreme market volatility and our Weekly Charts signaling a strong bear
market are in fact indications that we have reached our period of consumption denial.
Since 70% of the US economy is based on consumption, denial of it will have serious
recessionary effects.
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